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" The relaxation process can be defined as the return 

to equilibrium of a system that has been slightly perturbed 

by the imposition of the change in one variable of state, 

Other words, relaxation corresponds to an i-rreveraiole 

process which is usually studied by following the temporal 

evaluation of the system after a sudden disturbance, 

It is clear , that without relaxation no system would be 

at equilibrium in a nonststionary world like ours. 

This remarks lead to the conclusion that relaxation 

phenomena are of fundamental importance and of great 

generality.... " 

J. Heisse , 1983 [i] 
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Abstract. 

In the paper the theoretical description of the 

relaxation process of methyl group in liquids and some 

results of the measurements of relaxation function and 

relaxation times for cryoprotective solutions are presented. 

Starting from the application of the operator formalism the 

general equation for spin operators e.g. components of tr.' 

nuclear spin and magnetization is founded. Next, the spi.. 

Hamiltonian is presented as a contraction of the symraetr; 

adapted spherical tensors , as well as the correlation 

functions and spectral densities. 

On the basis of extended and modified Woeaaner model, of motion 

the correlation functions and spectral densities are 

calculated for methyl group in liquids. Using these functions 

the relaxation matrix elements , the spin-spin and spin-

lattice relaxation times can be expressed.' 

The prediction of the theory agrees with autor*s previous 

experiments on ccyoprotective solutions. The observed dependence 

on temperature, frequency and isotopic dillution in methanol-

water, methanol-dimethyl sulfoxide(DMSO) and DMSO-water 

solutions ere in a satisfactory agreement with theoretical 

equations. 



W pracy przedstawiono teoretyczny opia procesu magne¬ 
tycznej relaksacji jądrowej grupy metylowej w cieczach oraz 
wyniki pomiarów funkcji relaksacji i czasów relaksacji 
w roztworach krioprotektywnych zawiersjących te grupę, 
0pi3 teoretyczny oparty jest na wykorzystaniu formalizmu 
operatorowego do znalezienia ogólnych równań na składowe 
spinu jądrowego i magnetyzacji. Następnym krokiem jest 
przedstawienie hamiltonianu oddzisływsnis dipolowego , 
funkcji korelecji i ich gęstości spektralnych za pomocą 
tensorów kulistych o odpowiednio dobranej symetrii (" symmetry 
adapted spherical tensors " ) . W oparciu o rozszerzony 
i zmodyfikowany model ruchu Woessnera zanelziono wyrażenia 
na funkcję relaksacji R (t) oraz czasy relaksacji spinowo-
spinowej i spinowo-sieciowej protonów grupy CH, i deuteronów 
grupy CD-j . 
Obserwowane doświadczalnie : nieeksponencjalność funkcji 
relaksacji orsz zależności czasów relaksacji od temperatury , 
częstości i rozcieńczenia izotopowego dla roztworów 
metanolu z wodą, metanolu i dwumetylosulfotlenku / DMSO / 
orsz DMSO z wodą dają zadawalającą zgodność z przewidywaniami 
teorii. 



fi paóote npeaciawieHO Teopeti«ecKoe onacaaae npoqecca 
wepHOtl peaaKcaqaa MetaaoBOH rpynna B WMKOCTR, 

a Tame p e a y « t a i u asMepeaat fcyaicuaa pexaiccaQaa a Bpeiies 
peaaKcaimH ASH KpHonpotestHBHux pactBopoB, co«epxa«HX 
jioByio rpynny. TeopeiHqecKoe omicaHHe ocaoBaHo sa 
HHH onepatopBoro $opnajii3Ha j&si Haxow©HMH O<JHHX 
onncuBanmix cocvaBJifliuiife wepHoro cnaea H 
CjieAynuuiM aaroii HBJweTCH BhipaateHne raiuwitTOHHaKa 
BsaaiiofleftcTBHH, a xaiute $yaKUMH KoppenauHfl u HX 
HHX iwoTHOcxefi npH nouooia "cuuMeipiraeciai 
stapoBuz TensopoB". OnapascB Ba pacarapeHHyD H 
Hy» uonfixb iBHxeBHfl BecHepa na&jsfino BiipaxeHiie ASH $yBKmra 
penaxcamiR R,(-fe) , a Tame speuea cnHHOBO-cnHHOBotł H CBKHOBO-
- peoerqaiofl penaKcaoiiii npoioHOB rpyiuu CĤ  H ^efliepoHOB 
rpynnu CDj. 

Xoponee coraacue leopeTHiecicoro onHcaHHfl c aKcnepaueH-
TOM noaiBepwaw peaynLtatu HauepesiiB 
$yHKOHH pejiaKcaoHX, a tamce ipeitea peaaKcaiym B 
OT Teynepaiypu, qactom H pactBopmioctH wui pacTBopoB: 
MeTaHoaa a BOXU* Mexaaoxa a XByiMSHxocyx£$aoxcHAa (DMSO), 
a same D»tSO a 
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Introduction. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance / NMR / spectroscope hap 

become a powerful tool in getting information about the 
molecular structure and motion. In particular , the NŁIR 
relaxation method is especially valuable for investigation 
of the molecular dynamics. The method is very successful 
in providing information about different moleculsr motions 
in the solid snd gaseous states , in some cases even 
as far as to express the relaxation time and NMR spectra , 
by parameters of the intramolecular forces , for liquids , 
because of the molecular dynamics complexity,the theory 
cf the relaxation process is not yet satisfactory ani , 
therefore , interpretation of the NMR results not univocal. 
Last decade witnesses an increasing gap between the levels 
of our knowledge about solids and liquids. On the one hsnl 
it is due to a rapid progress in the solid state physics 
research , on the other - by lack of accurate theoretical 
models in the field of liquids. 

The purpose of this paper is to offer a new description 
of NMR relaxation process of methyl group CH, / and CD,/ 
in liquids. The molecular reorientation of the methyl 
group in solids is understood quite well \2~[ , whereas 
in liquids several models have been already proposed ,but 
situation is still unclear. \_8 J . The most widely 
accepted and used model is that of Woessner ^3] and it 
is generalized and extended in this paper. 
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Within the frame of the semiclassicsl theoretical 

approach to methyl group rsorientation in the first chap¬ 

ters of the paper we explain various spin relaxation 

phenomena . In Chapter I starting from the application 

of the operator formalism we find the general equation 

for spin operators e.g. components of the nuclear spin 

and magnetization, to arrive at the equation which gives 

the general expression for the relaxation times. 

In the next chapter we present the spin Hamiltonian as 

a contraction / scalar product / of the symmetry adapted 

spherical tensors, as well as their correlation functions 

and spectral densities. These oymmetry adapted spherical 

tensors facilitate al30 the definition of the relaxation 

matrix elements , the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation 

times. 

In Chapter III on the basis of the presented model we 

calculate the correlation functions and spectral densities 

for methyl group in liquid . The explicate expressions for 

relaxation time are given separately in Chapter IV. 

We concentrate on the two particular cases: 

/i/ the uniaxial rotation with anisotropic diffusion 

/ii/ the biaxial rotation with isotropic diffusion , 

which are in our opinion very close to the real situation 

in liquids and therefore results of calculations are useful 

for explanation of the experimental data. 

The complex motion of the methyl group causes nonexponential 

relaxation process of protons, we consider it in Chapter V. 
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Theoretical prediction are verified by comparison with 

experimental results for cryoprotective solutions contain¬ 

ing methyl group : methanol-water, methanol-dimethylsulfoxide 

/ DMSO / and DMSO-water. Observed dependences on the tem¬ 

perature , frequency and concentration of the relaxation 

times and measured relaxation function R(t) are presented 

and discussed in Chapter VI. 1-3 • 

The paper summarized results of investigations perform¬ 

ed by author since 1975 during three scientific visits 

of 6 , 3 and 4 months in the Institute of Physical Chemistry 

University of Karlsruhe/ West Germany/ supported by the 

Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung and in the Institute 

of Physics, Jagellonian University and University P. Schiller 

in Jena / DDR/ , 

The largest part of the paper was presented in succesive 

publications: 

1/ B. Blicharska , H.G. Hertz, H. Versmold , J. Magn. 

Resonance 33,531 /1979/ [4] 
" An examination of the formula deserting nuclear magns tic 

relaxation in the presence of intramolecular interactions" 

2/ B. BlichBraka , T. Freeh , G.H. Hertz , Z. Phys. Chemie, 

Neue Polge 141,139 /1984/ [5] 

" Rotational, internal rotational , end tranalational 

motion of dimethylsulfoxide and its mixture with water " 

3/ B. Blicharska , Acta Phys. Polon.,A70,127 /1986/ 

" Nonexponential proton apin-lattice relaxation of methyl 

group in methanol-water solutions" fijl 

4/ B. Blicharska , submitted for publication in •• Physica " 

" Theoretical description of methyl group relaxation 

in liquids". fj\ 
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I. Operator formalism in the theory of nuclear magnetic 

relaxation 

Aim of the nuclear magnetic relaxation theory is to 

describe the spin system reaching the thermodynamic equilib¬ 

rium in the presence of external magnetic field and 

interactions between the spins and lattice . 

The time evolution of any physical quantity / observable / 

Q. , in our case the spin or magnetization components - can 

be expressed as a time function of its expectation value 

\QMt)in terms of the density operator C , a formalism 

induced by Redfield [9] and Hubbard [10] : 

<Q>(t; = Tr (Q . <y(t>) (1.1) 

whereas (?(t) obeys the equation of motion 

0.2) 

dt u J 

")t is the total Hamiltonian of the spin system in angular 

frequency units. Hamiltonian can be expressed as 

H = Ko + %{t) (1.3) 

The H o is the static Zeeman interaction , "X,0=-Z-W ^I2is 

where I- ia component of spin i in the direction of 

external magnetic field , BQ , parallel to z axis of lab¬ 

oratory frame and , <o^ , is the Lannor frequency . 

*ft(t) is a small perturbation , "K-(t) = ̂ L X^Ct) , which 

results from the time dependent interactions like : 
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dipolar interaction , % d , scalar interaction , % g , 

quadrupole interaction for 1^ ̂  1 , ]{ , spin-rota¬ 

tional interaction and anisotropy of chemical shifts • 

To solve Eq.fi.i) , it is convenient to transform it into 

the interaction representation : 

e % ° (1.4) 

and ,., 
~ i X t -i *iC t 

TUt) = e ° "JiCt) e ° 0.5) 
In the case of identical spins , i.e. when *̂ C = - oio~L„ 

the above procedure corresponds to a transformation into 

the new frame , rotating with Larmor frequency O 0
= X* ̂ o 

around the laboratory frame z axis / see Appendix A /. 

In the interaction representation Bq. Ci.2)has the form of 

dt 
-i ["JtCt) , c (t)l (1.6? 

This equation can be solved by the iteration method . If 

the iteration is finished after the second step / i.e. 

higher rank terms are neglected / one gets the second 

approximation : t £ (1.7) 

Sfc) - j taj 
Taking the time derivative and statistical average of Bq. 

(1.7), introducing a new variable X = t̂  - t1 in the 

integral and farther assuming that it is permisible to 

extend the integral limits to infinity one obtains : 
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< p [ J]> (1.8) 
where tf 0 is the value of the density operator in the 
thermodynam,i.c equilibrium. 
Multiplying both sides of 3q.(1.8) by Q. and taking the 
trace we get 

) 
dt 

where \JŁ{Q.'V}> is the expectation value of the operator 

defined as 

0.10) 

whereas ^ J b ( Q ^ o is its expectation value at the 
thermodynamic equilibrium. 
Let us consider the spin-lattice relaxation process. 

As an first ezample we assume the single exponential 
relaxation process , when Q. = Ig and ^ tft(lz)^ = C 
Bq. O'Sjnoy >̂e then written in the form : 

dt 
Comparing -̂ q, (1«n) with the Bloch definition of the spin-
lattice relaxation time T* one has : 

- (1.12) 

For more complicated spin systems the relaxation process 
can be nonexponentisl and in general case <«/t(Qj)> 
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be presented in the form : 

= - Z Bjk<Qk> Z B <^> (1.13) 

where B = B ^ is symmetric matrix and Q is the vector 

with components Q.= . 
j 

Eq.fi.9) can be rewritten as 

dt 
A. 

or , in the vector form 

=» - B(<$> - <^>0) (1.15) 
dt 

Por Q. = I , the value of relaxation time T.. for nonexpon-

ential process is 

In the general C8se , the vector components Q^ can differ 

from I . Therefore we introduce the new vector (T such 
Z 

that _» , ^ 
T = U Q (1.17) 

A 

where U = U.fc is the transformation matrix with the 

constant components , which are specially choaen to give 

Q> = I . The inverse transformation gives 1? = U"" $' 

and U U"1= ? , where 1̂  is the unit matrix . Using Eqs/1.1TJ 

and (1.15) we get a ̂ > A 
where C = UBU and 

•7- " °ii - Z "ljW* (1.19) 
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II. Theory of relaxation of methyl group in liquid . 

Let us consider a ayatem of three identical proton 
spins , Ii= 1/2 , .in the methyl group CH, in liquid. 
We assume that the time dependent part of spin Hamiltonian 
%.= li. (t) is the dipolar interaction between protons. 
%d (t) may be written as a scalar product or contraction 
of two irreducible spherical tensors of second rank JJ2] 

r 2 

7td(t) * M l 2 
id /* -• \ 

whire T O m = To 11. IJ are ths spherical tensor 
operators or spin operators which are normalized , ortogonal, 
but non-hermitian for m ^ 0 / see Appendix A / m 

2 -m 

anj ^2m^^ sre aP n e r* c 8l tensors dependent of lattice 
variables, which are a random functions of the time : 

# (2.3) 
Y2m \&i$) * i # 7 = "d C2m(^'±^ *P 

where d is dipolar constant d = jp2^"-3 M»0/4JtT. 
The functions Y2ffl [&*&) ^^^J are normalized .ortogonal, 
spherical harmonics of the second order and 
^2m (&i,fó *Łi^V are Racao functions dependent of polar 
end azimuthal angles of the inter-proton vector r^. / with 
constant length r / for CH3 group in laboratory frame.C 13] 
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Por CH, group of point symmetry C- / symmetry exis and 

3 symmetry plenes / it is conv-enient to express the 

Hamiltonian %* (t) by the symmetry adapted spherical 

tensors : 

" ~ lI2»13+ £ T2m 12 + / T2m V <2 T2m 

where £, = exp (29ei/3) and ^ = 0, 1,-1 respectively 

for A modification with total spin 1^ = 3/2^nd Eg snd B b 

modification with total spin Ig = 1/2 .[''4] . The operator 

1 is the unit operator in the space of j spins , (j= 1,2,3). 

Similar symmetrization is also applied to the lattice part : 

A . % 12 4 13 > 23 
F2m^> = P2m^) + &*£>*<*> + & P 2 m ^ <2'5> 

After this procedure the symmetric dipolar Hamiltonian haa 

the form : 
1 2 

l2m J^=-1 m=-2 

whereas in the interaction representation / in the rotating 

frame / one gets 

Am 

Substitution of Bq.(2.7)into Bq.(1.10) leads to the expression 

for the expectation value of operator 
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— Z 21 < [ 6 j . *£j • T2m>f> ' <2'8) 
2 Am AV U J 

Neglecting the rapidly varying non-secular terms with 
u ł n ^ O w e take into account only secular terms with 
m = -m and non-ortogonal ones with A =A 

We find 
1 

i 2 

where K"* (Q^) are spin operators in a form of double 
commutators 

and ^(H) are spectral densities of the correlation 
function Q 

( \ X ( \ f 
K> J «(^) n r2.11) 

where 

The correlation functions GJJC*^) and spectral densities 
Jm (^ c a n be a l a 0 axpressed by reduced / normalized / 
correlation function g^O*) and reduced spectral den¬ 
sities d 
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J 
Correlation function &»("*) cen be also rewritten as 

1 

with the normalization relation 

-i -1 T >«w. -1 
Effective correlation times t „j, are expressed, by integral 

of the correlation function ^ 

0 

In the further calculation of time dependence of expectation 

value < Q.^ we shall use only these spin operators 

which are normalized spherical tensors T-j_ . 

Applying the commutation relations of the spherical tensors 

/ see Appendix A / we can calculate the operators K^ (Q.) 

given by 

<2 

where 
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(Q 

'.17) 

;k 

inserting Bqs. (2.9) and(2.17)into Bq.(1.6) we obtain the 

following relation expressed in the vector form : 

and 

The 
A 

B 

<Jt<?)> 

d t 

matrix can 

B = B, 

= 

S3 

be 

= 

B <^> 

where 

written as 

1 _ -

2 £— 

(2.18) 

(2.19; 

Xm > 
J C2-20) 

X m 
The above coupled equations(2.19)expressed by relaxation 

matrix B will be the basis for. further calculations of 

relaxation function R (t)and relaxation times. 

In the case of spin-lattice relaxation of protons in 

methyl group the vector Y has the following three components; 

where 

(2.21) 
s 

10 

M 
2 

V Y 3 / 

1 

t5 

/ 

1 (m a 

(2.22) 
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We introduce abbreviated symbols for spectral densities 

Am 
After rather lengthy calculations of K.^ / see Appendix A / 
one can find the elements B.. of the relaxation matrix as 
a linear combinations of the spectral densities Jffl and Jm 

+ 18 Jp) 

2) 
10) 

S) (2.24) 

6) 

0 3 - 5 2 ) 

It is conv- enient to introduce the new vector Z 

I = U- Y , U = ( - 1 0 V 5 j (2-25) 
\0 ll6" 0/ 

with three components : 

Z9 = - -L. (<I*> - 5<I?>) (2.26) 

B11 -
B22 = 
B33 = 
B12 = 
B = 

20 ^ 1 

" (16 
h ( 0-

« (8 

4 Co 

1 + 16 Ą 
4 

0 

-8 

0 

+ 1 

9 

5 
-3 
-1 

+ bj\ 

14 

10 

-3' 

0 

Using the invsree transformation Y* = U"1 z t Bq,(1.18) 
takes the following form : 



= C • Z = U B tT1 Z (2.28) 
dt 

A 

where the symmetric matrix C has the elements 

C11 " ~ (5 B11 + B 33 + 

C22 - 4 " <*U + 5 B33-

(V5" B n +fi B33 + 4 B33) (2.29) 
6 

C33 " T 

c13 = - l - ( ^ B 1 2 

C23 

Prom Bqa. (1.19)and (2.24)we obtain the spin-lattice relaxa¬ 

tion rate 1/T1 given by : 

Bq.(2.30)can be also obtained using commutation relations 

and expressions for the trace of products of spherical 

tensors / see Appendix A / . For Q^ = I z from Bqs.(1.16), 

C2.20) , (A. 31) and Table A.III. we get 

"ii = ~TT 1 A 

which i s equivalent to Bq.(2.3O). 
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Above presented formalism enables also calculation of 
the spin-spin relaxation time T^ = 1/Bii> for transverse 
components Q^ = I+ =(lx + il«) of the magnetization of CH, 
group. Using Eqs. (2.20), (A.3i)and Table A.Ill, for Q± = I+ 

one gets : 
- S~ 

T li~ f~ ( 
Z T / m 

We consider now the deuteron spin relaxation for CD-, 
group in liquid . Deuterons posses the spin S- = 1 and 
nuclear electric quadrupole moment eQ = 3.84.10~5 C . m 
which interacts with fluctuating electric field gradient(BPG) 
of the molecular field . This quadrupole interaction *|f (t) 
gives dominant contribution to the relaxation process ,which 
is called quadrupole relaxation. If the BPG cartesian tensor 

v - ~?I. r i , 
«.£ ~ $x £x I 11J / symmetric and traceless / has 

axial symmetry along CD bond of CC-, group then the quadrupole 
interaction can be expressed as a scalar product of two 
symmetry-restricted spherical tensors of second rank 

Tensor '. 

P2m 

irith 

Ł 
<*> 

(t) 

?) is 

- - 3 . 
• V S " 

Xm 
defined 

c 

BqUA. 

.w* 

2m N " 

27) and P2m (*) is 

Ct) (2.34) 

(2.35) 
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where eq = V } is the BPG along CD bond of CD, group 
zz j 

and the angles (K , # , ^j = 1,2,3) describe 

instantaneous orientations of CD bonds with respect to the 

laboratory frame. 

xhe quadrupole relaxation times T.. and T 2 are calculated 

from s general relation 1/T
1a = B ^ (*" 1» 2) and Eqs. (2.20), 

(A.3i) and Table A.Ill for Q1 = Sz and Q? = 3+ respectively, 

in the form 

1 q m 

v =;;« 7 (m 
V 216 » 

where Jlj (m u N are spectral densities of the correlation 

functions for P ^ (t) , which are defined by Eq. (2.11JL 

In detail the spectral densities and the correlation 

functions for methyl group in liquid will be calculated 

in the next chspter. 
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III. Correlation functions and spectral densities of the 

methyl group in liquid. 

Model of motion . 

Methyl group can be described 33 an equilateral 

triangle formed by three protons bonded to a carbon atom. 

In the molecular substance this C-atom is oihgle borded to 

another C-atom , which belongs to the remaining part of 

molecule. Obviously the methyl group ha3 C^ symmetry axio 

i.e. is invariant under 29Cn/3 rotation(ń being an integer) 

abcut the symmetry axis. The C,-axi3 practically coincides 

with "C-rimeining pert of molecular bond " direction. 

To describe the molecular dynamics of the methyl group in a 

liquid we use the modificated and generalized Woe3sner model 

[33. The existence of the following motions is assumed: 

1/ Whole molecule undergoes the anisotropic rotational 

diffusion described by the diffusion tensor D , symmetrical 

and traceless with D = D = B, and Dzz = D„ . 

Anisotropy of motion is given by the snisotropy parameter , 

AD = D|(- D^ . Correlation times are expressed in term3 

of diffusion constants as td= (1/6)D~|] and tg= 1/AD . 

2/ Intramolecular reorientations about a single molecular 

bond axes z
n(

n a s 1 »2,3.. ..«N) can exist , where the axes z « 

and z form constant angles $ n • The axis zQ is the 

symmetry axis of rotational diffusion tensor and z» axis is 

parallel to the symmetry axis C~ and perpendicular to H-H 
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direction. In the case of CD, group ZJJ forma the double 

magic angle •$= 2 0^ = 109,5° with C-i) bonds. 

Internal rotation are described by uniaxial rotational diffu¬ 

sion conatanta Dn or correlation times t n = 1/Dn • 

In calculations which follows we use the transformation 

properties of the spherical tensors / see Appendix A / 

Time dependent spherical tensors p
m(t)=

 F 2 m ^ ^ **ie 

laboratory frame L can be expressed by time independent 

values of P^ in the fixed molecular frame P of the methyl 

group 

Dmk 

where Dmk^J^*LP^ = ^mk fal?) ^a ^S 0 6 1" rotation matrix 

for spherical tensors of second rank and Si-r^it) =(ptj._ (t) 

/̂ Itfft)* / i P ^ O a r e *im®-<ieP811dent Bulerian angles 

describing the molecular oriantation of P frame with respect 

to 1 frame. OC ̂ p is the right-hand rotation angle about 

the axis z-̂  , A JJ? is an angle between z^ and zp axes-

/ it is rotation angle about mode line / and,finally , #tp 

the rotation angle about zp axis. As a result of these three 

rotations the Wigner matrix D ^ fa. £> v* ) may be written 

in the form [8"] 

(2> 
where the Wigner functions ^((5) = \^(A) are real 

and " LP" subscript is omitted for claricy. 



We define the molecular frame, F , of the methyl group CH^ 

with Zj, axis parallel to symmetry axis , C, , and Xp, axis 

along the interproton vector r^o • Then in F frame the 

fuctions F_ have the form : 

"3* (*/2) 

Assxuning that the functions F_ (t) are stationary random func¬ 

tions and uaing Bq. (3»1) we get the correlation functions 

^ m ^ ) ' ̂ dependent on a choise of the initial moment t , 

i.e. ^ ( t ) can >̂e found from the well known Wigner 

matrix correlation functions .t15j 

With the aid of above model of motion and following 

properties of Wigner matrices we can express the transforma¬ 

tions L •» F as a product of succesiye transformations from 

laboratory frame I through the rotations diffusion tensor D 

frame , the frames of internal rotations 1,2 N to the 

fixed molecular frame P ,: 1 * 1 +2 -»3 •» * N • F 
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where - Q n _ 1 n = ( <X n-1 n , fin^ n , ^ n-1 n ) , are 
Bure lian angles describing the orientation of the n -frame 
in respect to the n-1 frame . In order to simplify notation 
we describe the orientation by a single index 

•ft »-1» S 

and for the last transformation we get X i y = (° <*°> 
and D v (ilp)= e~i2A Y> X where /„ is the nHk v ?/ o ^ fc «F 

constant phase displacement of the methyl group rotation 
about C, axis /which is a result of the choise of Xp axis./ 
In the case of rotation about single axis we can assume that 
only j(*n angles are time dependent, yft» 7 n ^ » a n d t n e 

next yn_1 axis is perpendicular to zn_1 and zn axes* It 
corresponds to otB= 0 and constant values of fl_ for 
n = 1,2,.. Jf. ifter sJ?stitution of Bq. (3.5)into Bq. (3.4)with 
assumption that the above molecular motions are independent 
each another , we obtain Gm (t) as a product of correlation 
functions for the aniaotropic rotational diffusion and 
uniaxial rotation 

5 ommł 

and 
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The Bas.(3.6)and (3.7)are valid in the case of continuous 

rotational diffusion and internal motion,assuming it has 

a form of small-step angular jumps. However , in the case of CH, 

the other form of internal motion may also occur , i.e. a step-

wise jumping of the group by an angle 25T/3 . The correlation 

function can be written as : 

< e " 2 i A jTrf»e2iA ^ > > = <«*> 
which is equivalent to 

Finally , we obtain the generalized equations for correlation 

functions and their spectral densities: 

A, . 9d2(2+A2) \ 2 Bm(*c)» 7 d^ 

nQ....nH_1 

\X\ 

(3.11) 

no"*-nI-1 

where the correlation tines are expressed by 
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Taking into account the properties of Wigner functions 

one gets 

Gm m • / - • ui ' ĄQ 

wheress the red iced correlation functions and spectral den¬ 
sities may be expressed from Bqs. (2.12), (3.4), (3.9) and(3.11) 
in abbreviated form /, 

i • 5 C *fnfe)) ( ( ) > £ ( ) 

(3.15) n 2 K ( ^ ) ^ 

with 

n = ^no» n v n N-1^ 
Spectral densities and correlation functions for the 

quadrupole relaxation for CD-, group may be also calculated 
from Eqa.(2.11^ and(3.1) using the above molecular motion 
model, »qs.£3.5-3»9). 
As a result we get : 
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VnN-1 

n o * " nN-1 

T k 

The correlation times are expressed by 

0.17) 

where 2 

,Q* = 2 . J*l dkQ ( ^ a v _ 9 l + X^k XJ (3.19) 
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IV. Sxpressions for relaxation times . 

Inserting JSq. (3.11) into Bqs. (2. 31 -2. 32)and iiqs. 0*18-20) 

into Bqs. (2.36-37)we obtain the expressions for proton spin-

lattice relaxation time T1 and spin-spin relaxation time T 2 : 

1 

— - — 
T 2 160 Pn)£i£ifcifcSlSnX (4.2) 

1 + m=V ̂ "nA 

For deuteron we obtain : 

L1Q w 

T2Q 

where n - nQi n^, 

(4.5; 

> 

For molecule with the only one internal motion about C. 

axis and the anisotropic rotational diffusion / H =1 , 

= ft , t .j* "fc j / we obtain : 
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1 3d2 X (4.6) 

1 40 n*-2 •- "* i 

2 Q\2 I-
1Q 40 \ II / nK* -2 

with 
(4.8) 

nk
( 

^ 

m = -2 

(4.9) 

nk + r~T-2+ 5 

where 

. JL . -L + JL and JL = -L + jaf 

1J 

It should be noticed that ona gats identical expressions . 

Bqs.(4.6-9)" for internal biaxial rotation and isotropic 

rotational diffusion ^1*2 , fi 2~ ft »
 x 2= Zi » 

.1- . .1. + Jtl 

If the rotational diffusion (in the case of uniaxisl rotation) 

is iaotropic or anisotropy is saall i.e. AD <<D ,-y % 0 
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-enk= tQy. end N =1 , then we get : 

t2 
1 3 
T.« 40 

where 

For 

) + (4.10) 

I* / 
£ M - d^ (2 •.) « -i-

we find 

1Q 
JL1 

(4.12) 

(4.14) 

In the general case we can also consider uniaxial rotation 
of methyl group when the angle "̂  HH = 4- (zto rffił)|f ^^ * 
After similar calculations to those for quadrupole interations 
the dipolar contribution can be express by the some equations 
as Bqs^4.3-4) , (4.7)and(4.11) , but with factor 8d2dko (&m) 
instead of (e 2qQ/%) 2 d^f^J* 
In the presence of several methyl groups in the molecule we 
should take into account an additional contribution 
(~T/CH,-CH, » due *° the Photon dipole-dipole interaction 
between protons from different CH, groups , as well as 
interaolecular contribution (1/T^) inter E ^ 3 > wn*cn ""ay ̂ « 
attenuated by a decrease of molar fraction x H of protons 
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in partially deuterized substance. / see Appendix B / 

For H equivalent methyl group in the molecule , the total 

relaxation rate may be expressed in the form : 

.1. m L L ) + O M ) (-1-) + xHf-l-) (4. 15) 
Tl Vll/CH 3 ^ l ^ - C H j \ V inter 

where O/T^cg ia the relaxation rate for. an isolated 

CH, group, which was calculated above and the next 

contribution may be evaluated by following expression£17j 

if 

where R is the distance between the centres of methyl 

groups. £29] • 
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V. Honoxponential relaxation function of aethyl group 
in liquid 

Let consider spin-lattice relaxation process 
described by a sat of linear differential equations 

This set may be solved using the transformation : 
f = T t and t « *~1 f (5.2) 

which diagona 11263 the relaxation matrix , B , namely: 

T~1 B T =A - \* J1k (5.3) 
and gives 

•£. - A 1 (5.4, 
Solution of Bq.(5.4)is 

1 (t) = a" At I (0) (5.5) 
where 

- At - .X^t Y 

Using Bqs. (5.2)and (5.5 , 5.6) solution of Bq.(5.i)is s 

? (t) = T e" At ł"1 ?(0) (5.7) 
which is equivalent to 

TXM - Ą a,, a 3 (5#Ą 
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with coefficients 

Inserting Bq.(5.8) into Bq. (2.19) «e get the following 
determinant equation for eigenvalues X , : 

det (I - Xj 1*) * O (5.10) 
whereas the transformation matrix , T , may be calculated 
from equation : 

B T =» I A (5.11) 
iccording to Są. (l.17)we can express the expectation 
value of the longitudinal spin component , 1% , and 
magnetization , Mz(t)- MQ = f &f<I^(t)-<I^o ) as a 
linear combination of components of x : 

Mz(t)- Mo = fh ^ . ? . (5.12) 
where U is the row i = 1 of the transformation matrix 
in Sq. (1.17). Finally , the spin-lattice relaxation may be 
described by normalized relaxation function in the multi-
exponential form : 

V°> - Mo 
- A,t 

m I 

and Z 
3 
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Thus one can observe the deviation of the relaxation 

function from pure exponential form , i.e. so called the 

nonexponential relaxation. In such a case according to 

Bq. (1.16)the spin-lattice relaxation time can be obtained 

from the initial slope of 

1 
- 1 - ln(Mz(t)- MV (5.15) 

— **I » — w 1 I ——• *l t) 
T1 

In the case of CH, group components Y. of the vector ? 

and the elements of relaxation matrix , B.^ « B^. (j»k*1f2(3) 

are given by Sq. (2.24) where spectral densities Jm and 

Jm in general case may be obtained from Sqs.(2«23) and 

(3.11). 

Assuming the presence of uniaxial internal rotation with 

aniaotropic rotational diffusion Sqs* (4.6- 4.Sj)̂ s well as 

biaxial internal rotation with iaotropic- diffusion) 

we get 

j* -9d2 7 
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with 

m 
Results of tfc« numerical calculation of spin-lsttice relaxation 
function,RB(t), for different values coQ t f e (*0 , 0.1 , 
1 , 10 ) are presented on Pig. 5.1 • 
In extreme narrowing case , i . e . t00 % n i « 1 »t (n 

X » T snd yi= 54.7*Cnagic angle cos2A = 1/3 ) tho 
relaxation matrix can be expressed analytically with the 
aid of Eqs.£.24), (4.6), (5.16-17) ; 

* 3 Ą ( O ^ l 
B = -T- ~ 0 1 0 • (5.19) T1 U0 / 

1 3 p = d^T (5.20) 

Relaxation matrix identical to that in ffq.(5. 14) ia obtained 
also for the case of isotropic diffusion when 
however in thia case the relaxation rate,1/T1 , ia enhancod 
by factor 6 in comparison with Bq.(5*20). 
Matrix B , Bq.(5»19), is diagonalized by unitery 
transformation matrices 

T = •—- [ 0 IP 0 ] (5.21) 

I"1 ' I+ = -i- I 0 V2 0 I (5.22) 
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Therefore we can get the eigenvalues of the matrix B and, 
finally , relaxation function , R„ (t) , in the form : 

* A Ą /(1+1//5-) 0 0 \ 
A-IHT* 1 »-j--3- 0 1 0 I (5.23) 

T1 \ o o O-VfZ)/ 

- ? C e' 

where -̂ are dimensionaless eiganvaluea : 

It should be not iced that the spin-spin transversal 
relaxation for' CH., group in liquid may be also nonexpon¬ 
ential . Transversal relaxation matrix B.y, is calculated 
from the operator formalism and relaxation theory 
(Chapters I and II) i.e. applying additional rotation 
/L=(o , *>/2 ,.0) of the tensor operator and spin 
Hamiltonian "f* by means of Bqs. (A,1) and(A.7j . After 
this rotation the spin component 1% is transformed into 
I z and the transversal relaxation matrix becomes : 
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J (5.27; 

where 
Jim x 

K i k » < W l * r / 2 ) 8 n d J m < m w o > a r e 

by Bq. (2.17). 

Finally , the components of the symmetric matrix B = B' 

are expressed via linear combinations of the spectral 

densities J^ sad J^ Eqs. (5.16-17) with the 

following coefficients : f5.28) 

o22 

B"L- = ( 0, 0 0 5 10 10 ) 
->J 20 v-

B12 » — C-3 0 3 3/2 3/2 -3 ) 

B13 = 4c* (° ° ° 2 3 

0 0 0 3 / 2 - 3 / 2 
20 \ 

In the extreme narrowing case one gets B = B as well 

a a T1= T 2 amd nonexponentiality of the spin-spin 

relaxation is the same as that for the spin-lattice 

relaxation. 

Results of t&a numerical calculations for spin-spin 

relaxation finaction Rx(t) = *%(*) / ^(0) which 

were performed using above presented formalism , ere 

shown on Fig. 5»2 • 
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-tnWt 

Pig. 5.1 . Relaxation function Bjft) calculated from 

Eq. (5.13) for different <*>otc (pointa). 

Straight line correspond to the single 

exponential form of the relaxation function 
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I H " i ł ' ł 
Pig. 5.2. Relaxation function Ri(t) calculated from 

Bq.(5. 28) for different W o t c / points / 
Straight line correspond to the single 
exponential form of the relaxation function. 
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VI. Discussion of the experimental results. 

In order to check the theoretical description of the 

nuclear magnetic relaxation of the methyl group we made 

the experiment3 with several liquid solutions containing 

OH, group : 

methanol CH,OD + wster DJD 

methanol CH3OD (and CD30H) + dimethy laulf oxide (CD-j) 2S0 [ 4] 

dimethylsulfoxide (cH,)2SO + water D2° [ 5J 

There are several reasons to study the molecular motion 

of methyl group in methenol and dimethylaulfoxide (piiSO) 

in liquid state. 

First , methanol and DMSO and its aqueous mixtures are 

important solvents for various chemical , electrochemical 

and biological investiga tions and it might be helpful to 

have a more detailed picture of the dynamic processes 

which occurs in these solutions. 

Second , methanol and DMSO are ones of the simples 

molecules containing methyl group suited to study intra¬ 

molecular reorientstions. 

Finally, an interesting anomaly in the fluidity of 

methanol, DMSO and water mixtures exists : at some cha¬ 

racteristic molar concentration the viscosity and several 

other transport coefficients have maximum values fi8 , 19} 

This allows to supercool these solutions to sufficiently 

low temperatures in liquid state to study a dispersion 

region and maximum of the relaxation rates 1/T., . L 2 CQ 
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Prior to a discussion of the experimental results let us 
make first a brief description of the temperature and 
frequency dependences of the relaxation times follows from 
theoretical expressions BqB.(4.6j end (4.7) . Por the case of 
uniaxial internal rotation and anisotropic diffusion of 
whole molecule with correlation times % ^ , % and X d 
respectively, it takes the form : ft\ 

+ 7" sin>fi(^o^ 2oV 

witłi V 4 * , 
nX 4 ~ n)k 

+ ; ; (6.2) 

where p is the angle between rotational axis and H-H 
vector. Correlation times, 'X \ , are given by 3 

X n > 'td % ^ i n = 0, + 1, +2 

The above Eq.(6.i)is also valid in the case of the biaxial 
internal rotation with correlation times % *, X < 
and isotropic diffusion with correlation time t/ d 
providing we insert "C _ = "t « * 
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Temperature dependence of the correlation time is not 
known exactly . Por simplicity the .Ahrrenius type is 
usually assumed : {_8J 

rv. - ry .Bk/ RT k - d 1 I 
X k:~ & Ok® K - tt,i,x 

where B^ is activation energy ; although other relation 
of temperature dependence of the correlation time may be 
found to be physically acceptable / see section VI.3 / • 
In consequence of Bq.(6.4) the function f., (<*}Q X ny) 

in Bq. (6.2) for any given frequency cj Q = 21tV0 has 
a maximum with respect to reciprocal temperature 1/T , 
which corresponds to W „ " Ł ~ \ = 0.616 . Value of 
f\ ( U) Q ̂ r jO a* 'the maximum is equal to 1.42/CJ Q . 
Let us first consider the situation at roan temperature . 
We assume that at this relatively high temperaturę CH., 
undergoes fairy fast rotation . If so ,. numerators of the 
functions f1( u)Q %n\)in the second , third , fifth and 
aixth terms of Eq.(6.i) are very small and the terms can 
bi dropped. In this temperature region the relaxation rat» 
is the linear function of reciprocal temperature and is 
frequency independent. 
As we lower the temperature , i.e. 1/T increases , the 
first and fourth terms in Bq.(6.1) pass through their 
maxima . Values of maxima 1/T.j fflax«» frequency depend«»v 
and we call this region the dispersion one. Cooperiaon 
between 1 / T 1 m & x values for different frequencies yields 
an interesting information on molecular dynamics. 
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At sufficiently low temperature the second , thirt , fifth • 

and sixth terms may pasa together through a second maxims. 

Separation the maxima on the reciprocal temperature acale 

depeada on relations between correlation times. 

This is well illustrated in Fig. 6.1. 

Frequency dependent measurements of the relaxation rate 1/T.j 

which give more information about the dynamic details are , 

unfortunately , rather tedious to perform. Usually they are 

made pointwise on the frequency scale and , furthermore , 

each frequency requires more or less modified electronic 

device. In our case the measurements have been carried out 

at two / methanol-water / , four / methanol-DMSO / and six 

frequencies / DMSO-water solutions / over a whole temperature 

range of interest. 

Detailed presentation of the experimental results and 

iraiterpretation are given in the next three section VI. 1-3 

and Appendix B. We pay our attention on : 

- nonexponentiality of relaxation function 

- interpretation of temperature and frequency dependences 

odf spin-lattice relaxation times T.. . 
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Pig. 6,1 . Schematic representation of 1/T.. Bq. (6 »1) 
as a function of reciprocal temperature 1000/T 
I. in the absence of the internal rotation 
II. and III. when correlation time TT+ becomes 
gradually shorter tnan t Ą 
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VI. 1 . Nonexponential relaxation of the methyl group 

in cryoprotective solutions. 

Pigs. 6.2 and 6.3 show the experimental spin-lattice 

relaxation function , fig (t) , obtained for the methanol 

CH,OD -water D,0 solutions at low temperatures. Measurements 

were performed using two pulse spectrometers working at 

60 MHz in Karlsruhe and Jena / see Appendix B /. It is 

evident that the relaxation function ^(t) is nonexponential. 

The best fit of the theoretical curve is obtained for CJ0 t c 

about 0*1 . Fitted relaxation function R̂ (fc) has the analityc 

form according to Bq. (5.13): /g 

+ 

with adjustable parameters equal to : 

> 1= 1.087080 c1= 0.868270 

>2= 0.768661 c2- 0.131582 

>3= 0.425402 cy 0.000181 

In methanol-DMSO and DMSO -water solutions the nonexponen¬ 

tial i ty of relaxation function was not observed . Host prob¬ 

ably it results from significant difference between 

mobilities of the whole molecule and its internal fragments 

/ see Table II / which leads to small deviation from the 

exponential form of H|(t) only. Unfortunately , equipments 

used a few years ago in the course of experimental wcrle were 

not sufficiently sensitive to directly register this smell 
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effect . Because some aspects of data interpretation can 
be clared although indirectly by the presence of nonexponen-
tiality of the relaxation function , we consider to repeat 
the experiments and some preliminary measurements , not only 
for R|| (t̂  but also for spin-spin relaxation function Ri("t}; 
have been made already in the Institute of Analytic Chemistry 
University of Bochum / B. Blicharaka, W. Dietrich -unpub -
lished data / . The nonexponential relaxation has been 
observed for methyl group also by Haslinger and Robień [26J 
and by Freeh [2ŚJ for CH^COOD/DMSO-dg solutions at low 
temperatures. 
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I I , I 

Pig. 6.2. Pitting of the theoretical curve ^ 
tjaig'Sto. 1 to the experimental dats. The data are obtained 
for a sample 25 mol percent of CH, in CH-OD/CD^OD -DjO 
solution at 217 K and resonant frequency 60 MHz 

>t the meeaurementa from Karlsruhe 
• the meaaurements from Jena 
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t 
1 

Pig. 6.3. Pitting the theoretical curve R*(t) for GV^c8* 0.1 
to the experimental data. The date are obtained for a sample 
50 mol percent of CH^ in CHjOD/CD^OD solution in water DgO 
/ 40 mol percent of water / at 2O9°K and resonant frequency 
60 MHz . The measurements were done in Jena . 
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VI.2. Temperature and frequency dependence of spin-l&ttice 
relaxation time . 

a/ methanol-water solution. 
In Pigs. 6.4, fa.5 and 6.6 we present the temperature 

dependence of the relaxation rate 1/T1 for three samples with 
different proton-deuteron isotopic dillutions of methyl group 
of methanol CH-OD in CD-jOD . Because the nonexponential 
relaxation function R( (t) the relaxation ratea are obtained 
from initial slope of R,, (t) t6l Bq.5.15 . 
In consequence of nonexponentiality of RM(t)the values of 
1/T- 8t fixed temperature : are not the linear function 
of proton concentration x / aee Appendix B / and the sepa¬ 
ration of intra- and intermolecular relaxation rates is 
not easy, ^e assume that at low proton concentration 
x (smaller then 50 mol percent ) we have intramolecular 
relaxation only. 
Experimental curves of log 1/T1 versus reciprocal temperature 
shown single maxima st the same temperature for all samples, 
1000/T =(5.80 + 0.05)R"1 for 30 MHz and (5.5 +0.06)K~1 for 
60 MHz . Each curve is symmetric around the maximum and 
ratios of the 1/T1 fflax values for 30 and 60 MHz for all 
samples with good accuracy are equal to the reciprocal 
frequency ratio = 2.00 +0.05 . 
It is evident that only one type of the molecular motion 
with correlation time *£ Ł (or t .) contributed to the 
maximum in Figs. 6.4-6 and we fit the experimental data 
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with the formula : 

T^fo d2f1^o^i> (6.6) 

Bq. (6.6) follows from Bq. (6.i)for the case of t n\ 

with, additional assumption of /J = 54.7° /magic angle/j"4,8J 

Curves in Pig. 6.4-6 are calculated from Sq.(6.6^using 

Bq.(6.4)snd activation energy derivated from linear 

reciprocal temperature dependence of measured lg(i/T..) 

in high temperature region E^ = (i8.5 i i)kJ/mol . 

It will be seen that the agreement between experiments 

and theoretical prediction is here satisfactory exept 

the region of evident nonexponentiality of relaxation 

function , which is marked by vertical arrows in the 

*ig. 6.4-6 . 

Taking the proton-proton distance equal rg r» = 1.785 X £21] 

we can calculate the dipolar constant of d = 1.32028. 10^ s~1. 

The maximum value of f., (u)_T ., ) is equal 1.4252/ĉ >„ and 

for 30 MHz we obtain V T 1 m a z = 10.05 s"
1 and it is close 

to experimental value 1/T̂  =(8.6 ± i) s measured for 

the most diluted samples. / see Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 / 
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100 

Fig. 6.4. Proton relaxation rates of methsnol CH,OD / 100 mol 

percent CH^/ in DgO solution as a function of the inverse 

temperature at (•) 30 and (*) 60 MHz. Smooth curves are results 

of fitting procedure of Bq.(6.£yL The arrows marked the tempe-

ratere region where no&exponential relaxation is evident. 
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T 
Pig. 6.5. Proton magnetic relaxation rates of methanol 
CH,OD/ CD^OD -D20 solution (50 mol percent of CH-JOD) as 
a function of the inverse temperature at (•) 30 MHz 
and(x)6oMHz . The arrows as in Fig. 6.4* 
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Pig. 6.6. Proton relaxation rates of methanol CH,OD/CD.,OD 

in DpO solutions / 25 mol percent of CHoOD / as a function 

of the inverse temperature at (•) 30 MHz and £x) 60 MHz. 

The arrows as in Pig. 6.4. 
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b/ methanol-DMSO solutions. 

-in order to obtain more information aboi t the molecular 

motion of CH, group in raetfaanol we studied the proton 

relaxation rate 1/T. in methanol-DMSO solutions. As we 

metior.ed above , by preparing a mixture 50 mol percent 

DIvlSO-d,; it was possible to reach the dispersion region .£4] 

Experimental dependence of the proton spin-lattice relaxation 

rste , 1/T.. obtained from the observed exponential relaxation 

function , fi,,(t) . for the selective deuterized samples 

CH...OD and CD-,OH et four frequencies 6,18,48 and 90 MHz 

is shown in Pig. 6.7 end 6.8 respectively. 

Intramolecular anf intermolecular relaxation rates obtained 

from a plot of the experimental values of Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 

as a function of the mol fraction x of protons at fixed 

temperature and frequency / see Acpendix B / are shown 

in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 , 6.11 , respectively. 

It is instructive to begin discussion with consideration 

of intermolecular relaxation rates. We examine whether 

our curves in Pigs. 6.10 and 6.11 are in agreement with 

well known Torrey theory prediction , presented in many 

monographs L 11, 16J .It may be shown that the maximum 

value of the intermolecular relaxation rate is given by 

relation 

1 max 0.242 

T1 inter = *** 

2 where k t p = 8/3 Sty-4* 2 lfl+1) c/a^ is the value as 
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derived from Torrey theory with correction factor 5/3 

introduced by Hertz [22 ,8 J, 

c is the proton concentrati ,i in a liquid and ao is tho 

closest distance of approach between interacting protons, 

In methanol c,,H = 3 CQ-R with cQjj = 0.75.10 m~ , 

so = 2.3 5 and for UD^OH at a frequency 90 MHz we have 

..max 
1 _ i 

— — = 1.72 a , which has to be compared with experimental 
T 
1 inter 

value of (i.8 + O.i)s~1 . 

ifov protons of CH_ group we expect ao to be slighly larger , 

we estimate ao= 3 2 , this gives at 90 MHz 

i m a x _i 
— — = 2.29 a" which is compared with an experimental 
T1 inter 

value (2.50 ±0.i) s "1 

Prom Eq.(6.7)it follows that at 6 MHz the intermolecular rate 
max 

1//T1 inter should be 15 times larger then at 90 MHz , 

In fact , our experimental results in Figs. 6.10 and 6,11 

give : 
^ ym max 

1 i 9 r 6 ^ = (16.6+1.6) end(i6.1 ± 1 . 6 ) 

1/T1 inter 90 MHz 

for CD,OH and CH^OD respectively. 

It can be seen that all these data are in very good 

agreement with general theoretical prediction, from the 

temperature dependence of i/T^^+gp as shown in Pigs. 6,10 

and 6.11 we derive the activation energy characteristic for 

tranalational diffusion B
l o w =(19.8 + i)kJ/mol , whereas 
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from the high temperature limiting slope of the curves one 
obtains from the some movement Bńj.Kn

 = (1?'3 ± i)kJ/mol. i.e. 
smaller value. This observation is not surprising as very 
often the activation energy is temperature dependent and at 
high temperatures smaller than at lower ones. On the other 
hand a distribution of the correlation times , which very 
often ha a to be considered , may also be responsible for 
such difference of activation energy . 
Let us interpret of the behaviour of the intramolecular 
relaxation rate. 
The temperature and frequency dependence of 1/T.. ^n*-ra is 
shown in Fig. 6.9. Bech log 1/T1 in-j;r8 versus reciprocal 
temperature curve has a single , slightly asymmetric maximum. 
In consequence , values of the activation energy are different 
for low and high temperature regions , E, =(22.2 .+, 1) kJ/mol 
and E h i_ h = (i6 +1) kJ/mol . 
Let us first assume that methanol molecule as a whole performs 
iootropic raoriontation while the methyl group rotates around 
its symmetry axis C, . If the inner rotation is very fast 
compared with whole molecule reorientation i / d ^ ? ^ ł w e c a n 

calculate , like for methanol-water solution , the maximum 
value of the intramolecular relaxation rate 1/̂ -|Tjvtra 
For frequency 90 MHz the calculated value is equal 6.7 s , 
three times larger than the observed one equal to 2.27 s . 
The only possible way out of this difference is to assume that 
the molecule undergoes effectively anisotropic rotational 
diffusion with correlation times *y = ( A D ) and t , , 
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Immediate consequence of the above assumption should be 

asymetrie form of the curves in Pig. 6.9. Por this situation 

and assumption that % ri*)) TJi Bq.(6.i)may &e written as : 

1 3 . 

20 
sin2

2/ 

with 

Now , attemping to interpret the results for 90 MHz / T = 169 K / 

we proceed in two ways : 

V fh= 90° , ^ d = 1.09.10"
y a , " £ a = 0,26 ,10~9s 

The second term on the right-hand side of Bq.(6.8) is zero 

and we concerned only with the remaining two terms and we 

find 1/u = 6.2.10" s. This situation is equivalent 

to a very high degree of anisotropy of diffusion , which is 

unacceptable . Moreover , the predicted value of the ratio 

of 1/T1 ^ p g for two frequencies 90 and 6 MHz 3hould be 

between 11 and 15 , while the experimental value is 8 , 

a fairy severe diacrepancy. 

2/ (?>= 54.7° , t ^ 1.6.1O~6s , tjj= O.4.1O"9s . 

Now , as ftf approaches the magii angle iSjj i (cos A JJ= 1/3y 

the first term on the right-hand side of fiq. (6.8^Becomes zero. 

The sum of the remaining two terms must still be determined 
_Q 

by an effective or mean correlation time % = 1.1 .10 ^ s. 
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So only possibility of obtaining a small relaxation rate 

would be according to Bq. (6.8)with (JQ t c= 0.616 is 

that the contributions of two terma are fairly widely spread 

over reciprocal temperature and the times % j and 15 JJ 

remain close to each other. 

As mentioned in Chapter IV , Kq.(6.i)is valid alao in the 

case of biaxial internal rotation and isotropic diffusion. 

We are in favour of the second type of this motion i.e. 

biaxial rotation with correlation times % d ~ "X -1 V^Cj. • 

In the case even small , unobservable in experiments , the 

nonexponentiality of the relaxation function R (t) may 

lead to a change the frequency dependence of the values 
max 

1/T., intra » wni°h w e have found in Jj'ig. 6.9. 
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Hi 

Pig. 6,7 . Proton magnetic relaxation rates of CH^OD / CD,OD 
in DMSO-dg golutiona as a function of the inverse temperature. 
The proton resonant frequencies are : (©) 6 MHz , (•) 18 MHz, 

A 48 MHz , (A) 90 MHz. a/ methanol is 100 mol percent 
b/ methanol is 30 mol percent. 



Pig. 6.8 . Proton magnetic relaxation rates of CD^OH/CDoOD in 

DMSO-dg solution as a function of the inverse temperature. The 

resonant frequencies are :(o) 6 MHz , C O 18 MHz , (A) 48 MHz, 

(A) 90 MHz . a/ methanol is 100 percent mol OH , b/ 30 mol 

percent OH. 
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Pig. 6.9. Methyl proton intramolecular relaxation rates 
msthanol/ DMSO-ćL- solution as a function of inverse 
temperature at . four frequencies. 
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Pig. 6.10. Methyl proton intermolecular relaxation rates 
of methanol/ DMSO-dg solution as a function of inverse 
temperature at four frequencies. 
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30 + 

6MHz 

Pig. 6,11. OH proton intermolecular relaxation rates 

in methanol CD^OH /DMSO-cL- solution as a function of inverse 

temperature at three frequencies. 
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VI. 3. Proton and deuteron apin-lattice relaxation 

in DMSO-water solutions. 

It is well known that an internal motion exists in 

DM30 molecule , i. e. the methyl group rotates around the 

u-S axe3 and the energy barrier in'the gas pha3e ia found 

to be 11.9 kJ/mol , while in the solid state of about 

1?.5 kJ/mol. ("23! • Prom Pig. 6.12 it may be seen indeed 

that for proton relaxation rates one finds the shoulder or 

even separate maxims of log 1/T-(1/T)curve which are predicted 

by the theory when methyl group rotation or other internal 

motion ia present. 

iieuteron relaxation rates in Fig. 6.13 show a less clear 

"sparation of the two maxima , the first ,"high temperature " 

maximum , is only appearing aa a weak shoulder at high 

frequency . 

To explain the behaviour of temperature and frequency 

dependences of the relaxation rates we start to apply the 

simplest model of motion . Model assumes the isotropic 

diffusive reorientation of the whole molecule (with 

correlation time % /) and junpwise internal reorientation 

of methyl group by angle 21C/3 with correlation time % i. 

Intramolecular relaxation rate is given then by : /> q\ 

y = 5 where 
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Eq.(6.9) follows from Eq.(6.2) when we put n=1 and 

TJ = t. . Axis of internal rotation forma the angle A 
a i ' 

with proton-proton vector (or direction of maximum field 

gradient). 

Interaction factor K depends on the kind of interaction 

and we have for deuterona : K_ = -^y I -f-) an& f° r 

3 2 protons K_ = — ^ d . 

Generally, Eq.(6.9) explains the experimantal results 

in Figs. 5.13 and 6.14 qualitatively good • Smooth curves, 

are result of fitting procedure with parameters : 

— 14 
correlation time to^ 8,11.-10 3 

activation energy E^ 15.4 kJ/mol 

temperature constant T I Eq.6.11/ 73»3°K 

-15 
correlation time Xoi 3.77 .10 a 

activation energy E^ 19.8 kJ/mol 

angle/?) 109.5° for deuteron 

90° for proton 

However, some facts are not yet clear and in discussion 

we turns to these points* 

Aa we already mentioned the activation barrier for rotation 

of methyl group in gas phase was found to be E = 11.9 kJ/mol. 

Our deuteron and proton relaxation rates yielded markedly 

higher values: 15.4 kJ/mol . Also from measurements of 

self diffusion coefficients presented in our paper ("5I 

an approximate activation energy is 29 kJ/mol .sround 

the 1000/T value = 4.0 K"1 . 
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We conclude that our high value of activation energy compared 

with that in the gas phase is due to intramolecular interactions 

which impede the rotation of the methyl groups. Kext we would. 

like to compare the rotational correlation time of the 

molecule at 25° C . With the parameters given above one finds 

% d= 1.95.1O~
11s and % ±= 1.10""11 a . Rotational 

correlation time of the water molecule in pure liquid at 25°C 

is of 2.5.1CT12 3. Thus the correlation time of the DMSO 

molecule is longer than of water by factor % 7.8 . At the 

same temperature the ratio of self diffusion coefficients is : 

DH„O / DDMSO = 6'7 • [5 J 
c 

In the present situation the proton relaxation rate consists 

of an intra- and intermo}ecular contribution : 
_1_ a _1_

 C H3 + _1_
CH>3 + _!„ ( 

m m m m \ * J 
1 1intra 1 intra 1 inter ' 

The primed intramolecular contribution refers to the effect 

on the relaxing methyl group caused by the protons of the 

respective other methyl group . In order to separate the 

intermolecular relaxation rate from tha total one measurements 

were performed with (32 mol percent DMSO / 68 mol percent 

D20 ) and with ("16 mol percent DMSO + 1 6 mol percent DMSO-dg 

/ 68 mol percent DgO^.'Eigs. 6.12 and 6.15 show the . 

experimental results for 6 frequencies. Extrapolation to x 

yielded the intramolecular proton relaxation rates as shown in 

Pig. 6. 14 » The methyl-methyl contributions to the intramolec¬ 

ular relaxation rate for various conformations were calculated 
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using distances given by the respective geometries , 'He 

obtained the results that on the average the contribution 

of the second methyl group to the total intramolecular 

relaxation rate ia 6 percent. 

Our next step is to examine the quantity of A 1/T _ 

max 

which we define for the present system as 

. PH 

A 1/Tm=x 10
3( 1/T (---) 3 - 1/T (first maximum)) 

\ T1max ' 

The " first maximum " of the 1/T., (1/T) curve corresponds 

to the correlation time % •, , it appears at higher tem¬ 

perature and describes the overall motion of molecule . 

Prom proton relaxation rates at 30 MHz / see Fie, 6.14 / 

we have 10-3. 1/T (first maximum) at 4.82 K~1 and 
/ 1 v ̂ ^ —1 

1/T f---J at 6.13 -K , where the latter quantity 

V T7 
"I max 

has been estimated using above mentioned parameters , because 

the maximum we were unable to observe explicite . This gives 

A 1/T mov = 1.31" K~1 , a quantity of the similar 

magnitude to that found in other solution / for example 

ethanol-glycerolZ 24J / 

Now we discuss the deuteron relaxation data. 

Obvious feature in Pig. 6.13 is a deviation from straight 

line of the log 1/T-, (1/T)curve at temperatures where 

dispersion effects are not yet discernible. It follows that 

a simple Arrhenius law for the temperature dependence of 

correlation time t , is not appropriate. 
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The following formal relation was chosen for the temperature 
dependence of % , : 

S/ R(T - T ) 

with T - temperature constant as an parameter. 
According to the paper of Diogo and Martina^ 2^3 T

o 

is the temperature at which ceases the deuteron mobility 

For % • we confined ourselves to the ordinary Arrheniua 

formula : t = t e
Bi /' R T f6.12) 

Then with parameters given abov9 we best fitted the smooth 
curves shown in Pig. 6.13 • 
Agreement ' between the experiment and notional model 
prediction , as we shown , is qualitatively satisfactory. 
The only serious deficiency is the numerical value of 
quadrupole coupling constant (eŁqQ/ -n) , which is far too small. 
However a small value of the quadrupole coupling constant 
from the present type of experiments can be already conaidered 
as being the rule. £ 8 I . One common explanation of this 
finding is to eesume that the angle given by fie^d gradient 
is not really the same ae the one the bond direction forms 
with rotational axis J the effective angle for the field 
gradient might be closer to the magic angle . [2]. 
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Fig. 6.12 . Proton relaxation rates for 32 mol percent 

DMSO in D20 at resonant frequenciea :(°)S MHz , fa)i2 MHz , 

(ó)30 MHz , (x)60 MHz , f 0) 90 MHz ,and (V)144 MHz . 
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Fig. 6.13. Deuteron relaxation rates of DMSO-dg in 32 mole 

percent in HgQ aclution at resonant frequencies :fo) 6MHz , 

($)12 MHz , (v)20 MHz, and (x)46 MHz. Smooth curves are results 

of fitting procedure of Bq.(6,sT)with parameters from 'page 61 
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Pig. 6.14 • Intramolecular proton relaxation rates . 

for DMSO-water solution at resonant frequencies/ from top 

to bottom / 6,12,30 and 60 MHz . Smooth curve3 are results 

of fitting procedure Bq.(6.9)with parameters from page 61 
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Pig, 6.15. Proton relaxation rates of 16 mol percent DMSO + 

16 mol percent DMSO-dg in D20 solution at resonant frequencies 

6, 12, 30, 60, 90 and 144 MHz . Symbol assignment as in Pig.6.12. 
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VII. Conclusion . 

In the light of acquired experimental data we belive 

that our theory deacribed satisfactory the nature of methyl 

group relaxation in liquids. 

Por all solutions the model assuming a simple isotropic 

motion with uniaxial or biaxial inertial rotation was 

sufficient for explanation of the experimental results. 

It propsbly follows from the simplicity of molecular 

structure of investigated substances and uaed experimental' 

methods. We find a good qualitative agreement between the 

main effects predicted by theory and observed experimentally: 

the nonexponentiality of the relaxation function , presence 

of two maxima of relaxation rates . Pitted numerical 

parameters like activation energy , correlation times and 

angle between rotation axes ,& , are in reasonable agree¬ 

ment with available literature data .L 8 » 2 0 » 26~ 2 9 J 

We hope that future experiments with improved accuracy would 

further confirm the validity of the presented model of 

methyl group dynamics in liquids. 
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APPENDIX A 
Irreducible spherical tensors . 

The sphericel tensor Tr of rank L is defined as qua¬ 
ntity represented by 21+1 components TJJJ (ll=-L,-L+1 
...I-1,L) , which transform like spherical functions 
Yju(&,<£) according to the irreducible representation D, 
of the rotation group [A1] * [A2j 

L (L) 

a) N 
where Djj]y(-w is *^9 Wigner rotation matrix , R = R (£1) 
is unitary rotation operator i.e. R R = R R+ = 1 , 
SI =(ot , & , y ) are the Buler angles of rotation taking 
the old , unprimed axes into the new , primed axes. 
Thus Eq. CA#1) expresses a component Ty%j in the new rotating 
or molecular frame xłyłz* in terms of the components TTM 

in the old (laboratory? frame x y z . The inverse rotation 
transformation can be written in the form : 

I CD* 

where 
(A. 3) 
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is the :. mplex conjugate of Dj™ (Si) , 

'" -the Wigner matrix corresponding to D^ (0, ft ,0) , and 

see Table A.I. and A.II. for L*1 and 2 respectively . 

Table A.I. Matrix 

1 

O 

-1 fi/2)(i-CO8jb) 

(2) 

coa 

(1/2) tf 

Table A.II. Matrix 

2 

1 

0 

- 1 

- 2 

2 

t (4+coi/b)1 

* '^^^ 

1 0 - 1 - 2 

Irreducible spherical tensors can be presented as a lin¬ 

ear combination of components of reducible cartesian tensors 

and vice versa , i.e. the cartesian tensors can be expanded 

into irreducible spherical tensors [A2],[A3j. 

In the NMR theory the spherical tensors are dependent on 

spin variables (spin components I = I , I , I_) 
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and lattice variable e.g. space coordinates. Spherical 

tenaors TLjj which depend on the spin are called the 

" tensor operators " . They obey the following commutation 

rules : 

[I± , i j = V(L±M) (I ± M+ 1)' TL> M+1 (A.5) 

where I = I + i I M g\ 

Commutation relations can be easily obtained from Bq. (A.1) 

taking the unitary rotation operator R = RCOCA^*) in 

the general form [A2J • 

- i o c i - i & I - i v» I 
R = e e f y e o « ( A . 1 ^ 

and performing inifitesimal rotations about x?y,z axes • 

Replacing the unitary transformation on the left side 

of Bq. (A.1) by the respective commutator one gets Bqs.fA.4) 

and. (A.5). 

Spherical tenaors defined by Bqs. fA.1) and (A.4), (A.5) can be 

multiplied by any constant complex factor (complex number.) 

with an appropiate modulus and phase . We define below 

the spherical tensor operators , ortogonal and normalized 

(ortonormal) which fulfil the relation : 

According to the choise of phase by Schwinger and Warsalovich 

the hermitian conjugate or adjoint , Ttw , of T L M 
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La defined by expression : 

TLM = M TL,-M 

L.e. this operator is hermitian only if M =0. 

Spherical tensors T^M can be constructed as one-spin , 

;wo-spin or multi-spin operators by the polarization 

>rocedure of spherical harmonics 2"^ (r>) JA3] 

I 

•here 

4 (t) = O 

'unctions Y-r̂  {'S', $) are well known spherical harmonics 

(eigenfunctions of angular momentum). Polarization proced-

re may be also applied to construct spherical tensors 

LM ^~k) dependent of arbitrary vectors ?y , replacing 

^by Tk in Eq. (A.2), 

n tne case of one-spin tensor operators , where I. = I , 

ne gets : 

where T - 1/2 

*L 
I ! 

431 (21-

(2I+L+1) ! 
CA.15; 



The components of TLM ( I ) f o r 2 I > L = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 a r e f o l l o w i n g : 

1 

HFi+T 

p., (!) 

= a I 
,17) 

a = H« = 
VI (1+1) (21+1) 

(in 
b 

b 

(A.18) 

Me N2 N 2 

T30(I)= c 

I ± I B I ± (A 

c = 
<T 

Vl7l2+i)f4lZ-i)(I+2)(2l+3) 
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Two-spin spherical tenaora with components ^mv^-j^^ c a n 

be constructed from Eq. (A.10) or expressed by a product of 

one-spin tensors TL (?.,) a^d TL (?2) \Ą3] , 

f 
M 1 M 2 

where Ci* „ T „ are Clebach-Gordon coefficients. L1M1L2M2 
They form unitary matrices fulfilling transformations from the 
representation | L^I^lO into representation IÎ L-gLlO and 
can be expressed by Wigner 3j symbols 

Inverse transformation to Eq.£A.2O) may be written in the 
form : 

^ i 2 2 L 

where M = M1 + M2 and j^-Lgl^L^ L^Lg . 

In the case of one-spin tensors one obtains 

where -J . .C . J> are Wigner 6-j symbols. (J4J5)6J 
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From Eq. (A.23^one obtains the commutation relation for 
one-spin tensors : 

2-. M) 
L1 L2 L1 CLM 
1 x I J L iM iL2M2 LM 

This relation can be used to calculate the commutators in 
the case of arbitrary spins I = 1/2 , 1 , 3/2 etc. 
The Wigner rotation matrices for transformation of the 
spherical tensors T T « of arbitrary rank L may be obtained 
from the Tables A.I. and A.II. using the following rules : 

(L) , x V" LM LN GLJ ( V 
b^P - Z- %MiL2M2 ̂ N 

M1M2 

Presented general formalism for spherical tensors may be 
applied for methyl group CH, and CD-, of point group 
symmetry C,v . In this special case it is convenient to 
use the symmetry adapted spherical tensors TJ-J (I) and 
^LM ^ which are linear combinations of two-spin and one-
spin tensors respectively in the product space of the three 
proton spins I. = 1/2 and deuteron spins S. =1 <j=1,2,3), 
namely : 

" -£• (TLM ( ?1^ h + ?*1M<*Ć} T2 + ł\^2y h) 
a.21) 
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a. 27; 

where X =(0, 1 ,-1) for modifications A, Ba, Bfc and 
A 

t = exp (2fti/3) and 1^ is the unit operator in the spin 
A . 

space with trace Tr 1, = (2J.,+1) for J.= I. and S. 

respectively . Above tensors obey the same transformation 

and commutation rules as those in Bq.(A.1- A.5), provided 

that I = (lz , I+) and S^ = (Sz , S+)in Bqs. (A.4), (A.5) are 

components of the resultant spin I and s for CEU and CD., 

group respectively : 
A A h A A A 

Dipole-dipole interaction in CH, group and the quadrupole 

inteaction in CD., group may be expressed by spherical 

tensors of rank 2. / see Chapter II / . 

To present ^ p m ^ and ^2m' ̂  ^ *^e exPlicit form one 

uaes Bq. CA.26)and Bq. (A.27.) , where tensors T?m^i^k^ and 

T2ffl(S.) calculated from Bqs. (A.17) , (A.18)and (A.20)have 

the following form fj,k = 1, 2, 3) : 

T20 

(A.29) 
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20 TT 
T 
2±1 

i = ~> (A, 30) 

This formalism may be also used to calculate the double 

commutators and appropriate coefficients , K.j" , in Eqs.(2.19) 

and (2.29) for the relaxation matrix. As a special case we 
u 

consider here only the coefficient K^ corresponding to 

the spin operators Q^ = Q^ = Q^ = J,, , where J =(I,S)and, 

Using Bqs. (2.19>i (A.4),$.5)and <A.26-3Q)one get the coefficients 
(A. 3i; 

which are presented in the Table A.III. 

Table A.III. Coefficients 

J 

s_ 

M2/6 

M2/54 
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APPENDIX B 

Experimental procedure and measurement technique . 

Methanol-water solution. 

The three deuterated meuhanols : CH,OD , CD-jOH , 

OD^OD and heavy water DgO used in.this study were purchased 

from Merck , Sharp and Dohme, Canada . Samples were degassed 

by at least six freeze-pump-thaw cycles and sealed. The 

following samples were prepared by weight : 

1/ 40 mol percent D„0 + 60 mol percent CH^OD 

2/ " " + 30 " " CH^OD + 30 mol percent 

CD,OD 

3/ " " + 15 n " CH3OD + 45 mol percent 

CD3OD 

The spin-lattice relaxation time and magnetization 

recovery / relaxation function R(t)/ were measured at 30 and 

60 MHz with the homebuilt pulse equipment by 180°-t-90° 

pulse sequence in Institute of Physical Chemistry and Electro¬ 

chemistry , University of Karlsruhe, West Germany. 

Low temperatures in the sample were accomplished by a cold 

dry nitrogen stream which temperature was regulated using an 

Artronix 5301-E temperature controller . Two Pt-resistance 

thermometers , mounted above and below the sample , permitted 

the temperature measurement . Temperature measurement ace -

uncy was astimated to be better than ± 1°. 

Some measurements of the nonexponential proton relaxation 
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function R (t) were also made at low temperatures using 

SMB. pulse spectrometer working at frequency 60 MHz in the 

Institute of Physics , P. Schiller University in Jena, DDR. 

Methanol-DMSO solution. 

The samples were prepared from three deuteron 

labelled methanols : CH^OD, CD^OH and CD-jOD dissolved in 

DMSO-dg -@.imethylsulfoxide CD., 2
S O ) ~ of Merck, Sharp and 

Dohme, Canada. The following samples were prepared : 

1/ 50 mol percent DMSO-dg + 50 mol percent CH^OD (100 °/0CH3OD) 

2/ " " w + 15 mol percent CH^OD + 35 mol 
o 

percent CD^OD (30 /QCH-JOD) 

3/ " " " + 50 mol percent CDyJH (1OO%CD3OH) 

4/ " n " + 1 5 mol percent CD^OH + 35 mol 

percent CD^OD (30%CD 30H) 

In all samples the concentration of methanol in DMSO-dg was 

the same . Bach sample prior to measurements was degassed by 

repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles and then sealed. 

Proton spin-lattice relaxation times were measured at 6, 18,48 

and 90 MHz with Brucker B-KR 304 S pulse spectrometer using 

9O°-t-9O° and 180°-t-90° pulse sequences. Home build low 

temperature probe head was cooled by nitrogen stream. Tern -

perature of the gas was monitored at the bottom of the sample 

with a termocouple, which also served as the reference for 

Artronix model 5301-B temperature controller. It was found 

that the temperature gradient over the probe volume was less 
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then 1°C in all experiments . Only for 90 MHz measurements 

we used the orginel Brucker probe head with temperature 

controller . In this case the gradient wa-s greater , about 

+ 2°C. 

Intramolecular relaxation rates for CH^OD were obtained 

from a plot of the experimental values of relaxation rate 

of solution as a function of the mol fraction XJJ of protons 

at fixed temperature and frequency according to the equation: 

1 1 1 

1 lintra 1 inter 

Experimental points, are located at x H = 0.3 and x^ = 1. 

DMSO-water solution. 

The deuterated DMSO-dg, and- DpO were purchased 

from Merck, Sharp and Dohme , Canada. The isotopic purity 

was 99.5 and 99.95 atom percent of deuterium , respectively. 

The undeutereted DMSO was supplied by Merck , Darmstadt, 

West Germany . Because of too high water content , the DMSO 

and DMSO-dg were both dried over a molecular sieve and 

destilled. After this procedure the water concentration was 

less than 0.1 mol percent . The samples were then made up 

by weight and degassed by at least seven freeze—pump-thaw 

cycles. 

All relaxation time T.. measurements were performed using 

9O°-t-9O° or 180°-t-90° pulse sequences. At 12 , 30 and 
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60 MHz the homebuilt pulse equipments were used and 

measurements at all the other frequencies were done with 

Brucker SXP spectrometer . Most of the proton spin-lattico 

relaxation time T, and deuteron T1 up to 90 MHz were 

measured with Varian 3400 electromagnet. The 144 MHz proton 

data wers obtained with Brucker" BZH 300/89 cryomagnet. 

Uncertainty in relaxation times is estimated to be +5 percent. 

To reduce the temperature gradient in the sample , an 

improved probe head was build. It consisted of dewar-tube. 

in which the sample was cooled by the dry cold nitrogen 

stream . This dewar was placed inside a•second glass tube , 

a construction which permitted cooling the dewar from 

outside by a second nitrogen stream in counterflow to the 

inner on&. Two Pt-resistance thermometrs were mounted inside 

the dewar above and below the sample - allowing the mea¬ 

surements of the temperature. One of them also served as a 

reference for an Artronix 5301-E temperature controller with 

which the inner nitrogen stream was regulated. With the new 

probe head it was possible in practice to omit totally a 

temperature gradient in the sample , the precision of the 

temperature measurements is therefore much better and is 

estimated to be + 0.5° C. 
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